Video to Support Teaching

What if you use video?
Implement video in your education
Video offers opportunities for different instructional strategies, to analyze and optimize learning. To use
video effectively in your teaching, align your video with other educational materials and activities. Find
inspiration for implementation of video in your education in this overview.

Blended learning

Flipping
the classroom
Learning can occur in many ways
through different media. To create a
strong learning environment align offline, online, individual, collaboration,
theoretical and practical information.
Make the perfect blend for your course.
Tip: Think of the constructive alignment
of your course before designing the
content.
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Learning analytics

Based on your students’ behavior you
can analyze the effectiveness and
efficiency of your video as course
material. You can even use the view data
of your recorded lecture to identify topics
that students pay a lot of attention to.

Knowledge
database
Knowledge clips on topics, modeling
examples, interviews, media items and
other video content can be collected in
e searchable database as resource for
the students.
Consider how you save information
and what information is accessible for
students at which time.

Collaborative learning

Video can be used to save time in class
(as lectures can be prerecorded and
watched). This frees up time for group
discussions and group work. You can
even have students make a video as a
group assessment.
By adding comments to videos, students
can continue working together on topics
outside class hours.

Evaluation

Videos can be used to give feedback.
Did you know that watching your own
lecture on video is a very good way to
reflect on your own teaching?

Re-use your video
Videos can be re-used in the same
course (as repetition), in future courses
(same course next year), as prior
knowledge for advanced courses.
Consider the re-use when designing
and sharing your video.
Tip: Avoid evanescent information and
examples. Make a test video and
redesign and record a durable video
after evaluating the results.

And many other options…
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For inspiration, advice and
training, please contact us:
TD@uvt.nl

